NUMBER ONE URGENT AGENDA
Presented September 2009 by Charles Savoie
***************************************************************
“WE HAVE NOTHING TO HIDE! BUT YOU CAN’T LOOK INSIDE!”
“BEN TESTIFIES ON CAPITOL HILL! THE POPE OF THE DOLLAR BILL!”
“PRESTO! ZERO BECOMES MONEY! BUT THE END ISN’T SUNNY!”
“YOU CAN’T UNDERSTAND ECONOMIC THEORY! HOW DARE YOU BE LEERY!”
“WE’RE RUNNING A CLANDESTINE OPERATION! THE BIGGEST ROBBERS IN CREATION!”
“YOU LACK THE MATURITY TO UNDERSTAND THE DOLLAR DESTRUCTION WE’VE PLANNED!”
“WE LIVE IN AN IVORY TOWER SINCE CONGRESS GAVE US THE MONEY POWER!”
“WITH BASTARDIZED PAPER NOTES WE BUY OFF CONGRESSIONAL VOTES!”
“YOU KNOW WE’RE HERE TO SUCK YOU DRY! WE’RE AMERICA’S TSETSE FLY!”

(THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM)
Dear friends in the hard money community! We must take a rest this month from the encyclopedic
length presentations I have offered. I do sincerely believe I have added no extraneous material
however, silver’s history, as those of you who have followed these offerings know, is so far-reaching no
one can hope to review all of it. I want to offer something fairly brief this month. I am still numb from
the effort involved to piece together the 312 page pdf item which ran for Summer 2009 on Franklin
Roosevelt’s dispossession of gold and silver from a frightened public. He did so at the command of the
Crown loyalist families back of the Federal Reserve. Greenspan was made a Knight Commander of the
Order of the British Empire in 2002 and Bill Gates in 2004. A quick comment---in the document I used
both terms “confiscation” and “nationalization.” Both terms apply to what happened. It began as

nationalization, but when the government piled up gold turned in by intimidated citizens, it raised the
price from $20.67 to $35.00. There was no subsequent disbursement of $14.33 per ounce of gold
nationalized to those who meekly surrendered it, after the price was raised therefore, it did also
become confiscation. Some well reasoned essays have recently appeared giving views as to why the
government will not again take gold from the public including this one
http://www.silverbearcafe.com/private/08.09/confiscation.html which has valid points but its
weaknesses are that it contains no mention of silver or of a potential shift to an Amero hemispheric
currency.
A brief factoid--- Daily Eastern News, published by Eastern Illinois University, reported on January 1,
2009, that in the span of about one year, prices for salt for use on icy roads climbed from $49 to $168
per ton---an increase of 343 percent! According to http://wikimapia.org/5613184/Morton-Salt-Mine
the salt deposit at Grand Saline, Texas, East of Dallas, measures 20,000 feet deep and 1.5 miles diameter
and “has sufficient resources to supply the entire United States with salt for thousands of years.” That
is far from the only salt resource we have direct access to! It isn’t increased shipping costs as most salt
is shipped by rail. Why should a commodity in such indisputable saturated oversupply race forward in
price? Yet with world silver in ground supplies predicted to reach extinction in 11 years, the price keeps
getting hit! I submit that the Federal Reserve is the largest component of the answer. They fear silver
as money much more so than salt, with good reason. The CFTC has had ample personnel transfers with
the Federal Reserve System. For details see “Michael Gorham’s Paper Money Mob.”
I read Ted Butler, Jason Hommel, David Morgan, Gene Arensberg, Bob Chapman, Jim Willie, Franklin
Sanders, Bix Weir and dozens of others who write on metals. I like to know as much as I can, because
ignorance is not bliss. To be ignorant is to be disarmed. Ted has done a “ne plus ultra” (Latin, “nothing
more can be added”) job of pressing the CFTC to regulate shorts rather than only longs. Others have
made and continue to make really good observations and suggestions on metals and how we can try to
turn the tide of government irresponsibility. I submit that as fine as all these efforts are---and they must
be intensified, not relaxed---the number one immediate agenda is for all hard money folks in this fiscally
shipwrecked country to get behind the Congressional drive to force an independent audit on the
arsonist, the assassin, the hydra, the lamia, the incubus, the gorgon, the medusa, the banshee, the
hobgoblin, the gremlin, the succubus, the leech, the poltergeist, the ghoul, the master demon of all our
monetary woes---the Federal Reserve System. If the proposed audit commences, will David Rockefeller
finally pass away? Thank God for You Tube and the Internet. Remember the battering ram footage in
“The Vikings” (1958) with Kirk Douglas and Tony Curtis? It’s time to play that warlike music again till we
break through.
Seen at http://endthefed.us/images/ETFSigns.jpg ---

Here’s the link to Congressman Paul’s attempt to audit the Fed http://www.ronpaul.com/on-theissues/audit-the-federal-reserve-hr-1207/ showing currently 282 cosponsors of House Resolution 1207.
The Senate version is S604 with 23 Senators supporting it (out of 100---light a bonfire under the other
77!) --http://www.senate.gov/general/contact_information/senators_cfm.cfm \
Here are the current Senate sponsors--John Barrasso [R-WY]
Robert Bennett [R-UT]
Samuel Brownback [R-KS]
Richard Burr [R-NC]
Benjamin Cardin [D-MD]
Saxby Chambliss [R-GA]
Thomas Coburn [R-OK]
John Cornyn [R-TX]
Michael Crapo [R-ID]
Jim DeMint [R-SC]
Russell Feingold [D-WI]
Lindsey Graham [R-SC]
Charles Grassley [R-IA]
Thomas Harkin [D-IA]
Orrin Hatch [R-UT]
Kay Hutchison [R-TX]
James Inhofe [R-OK]
John Isakson [R-GA]
Blanche Lincoln [D-AR]
John McCain [R-AZ]
James Risch [R-ID]

David Vitter [R-LA]
Jim Webb [D-VA]
That the Fed is resisting audit shows it’s dirty; that over 150 Congressmen and 77 Senators still haven’t
signed on to back Paul’s measure shows they are on the take from Wall Street PAC’s or are in awe of the
Fed’s false prestige; and that the major media under-reports this shows their villainous mentality. We
may assume a great deal of scurrying activities have gone on in order to try and make incriminating trails
vanish should an audit succeed in being forced. However, the audit once passed spells an end to the
central bank. There is no other effort we can put our energies into that will serve better to protect our
metals investments! And we will be helping all Americans, including those with no PM holdings. The
argumentative motor mouth, Barney Frank, Massachusetts Democrat, chairman of the House Financial
Services Committee, has Paul’s bill bottled up.
I am of the view that if such audit can be forced on the malodorous vampire institution, the door will be
wide open to start forcing real monetary reform in these fifty States, by reforming the Federal Octopus
into simply, the Federal Government. States, as many of us have been hearing for some months, have
become weary of overbearing Federal intrusions into States rights. Precious metals coinage movements
are active in various states, such as Nevada and New Hampshire. Ron Paul, leader of the drive to audit
the Fed, has also proposed that the government allow competing currencies, meaning especially silver
and gold. Ron Paul is not another Andrew Jackson; but then, no one in the country today could fill more
than 5% of Jackson’s boots, but Paul is the best fiscal representative on Capitol Hill. If General Jackson
could text us he’d say, “Back Ron Paul!” Sam Houston, Jackson’s main military protégé and the Father of
Texas, would be proud of Ron Paul’s efforts.
If the Fed audit happens, it will lay bare also many nefarious activities engaged in by at least dozens of
foreign central banks. Their activities with the Fed would be brought to light---the swaps, gold and silver
leasing, silver dealings with its stepchild, the Bank of Mexico on behalf of the Silver Users Association
and probably financing of persons and movements the typical American would not otherwise believe
could happen; regional conflicts and drug kingpins, probably both. Congressman Paul of course will not
be blindsided by any attempt, no matter how smooth, to have the wrong auditors come in and conduct
the review. The largest accounting firms, representing CFR corporations, would be a hopelessly faulty
selection. Auditing the Fed could work out to be the start of banning from Federal posts and
Ambassadorial appointments all members of the most visible agency of the Money Power, the Council
on Foreign Relations. Below, Ben Bernanke, the “Tex Watson” of United States finance--http://www.waronsavings.com/1.html ---

He would have the public believe he’s the mature, wise and worthy one, that we can’t comprehend
economic theorems, and Congressional auditors are insolent morons who have no business entering his
sacrosanct edifice.
Adapted from the hit song “Born To Be Wild” (1968) --“Like a true freak that’s queered---he was born, born to be weird---you’ll see lice in his beard!”
When highwayman Bernanke said the American people want the Fed to set monetary policy, not
Congress, it was like the whiff experienced upon lifting the lid off a pan of stew that was left for two
weeks on the stove before leaving on vacation. Don’t put words in our mouths, Mr. Crime Lord
Bernanke! The Fed’s “independence” is at stake, he crowed. He has made the same type noises
Nicholas Biddle made in the early 1830’s when Andrew Jackson and his Treasury Secretary, Roger Taney,
were pressuring that arch-swindler for running a looters institution. I do truly believe that even before
an independent Fed audit were concluded, metals prices would start rising aggressively, and it would
not be coincidence. Corresponding resource share prices would bulge, effecting a gargantuan transfer
of wealth to those of us in the hard money movement. This in turn would make for a far better America
because yes, very emphatically, we are persons of loftier morals than the metals suppressors. The
greater the purchasing power of gold and silver, the stronger the heartbeat of American patriotism (and
Canadian and Mexican also!) An audit of the Fed might serve to stop plans for another bastardized
managed currency, the “Amero,” and a hybrid super-continental government, Andrew Carnegie’s “North
American Union.” (The idea has been around longer than most realize, and through many
instrumentalities such as the Center for Inter-American Relations, the former Encuentros Del Siglo Doble
Equis (Twentieth Century Encounters, a hemispheric equivalent to the Bilderberg conferences), the PanAmerican Society (not to be confused with a mining concern) and the secretive British North American
Committee, the Money Power has ceaselessly worked towards that objective.) Enter Bernanke +

Rothschilds on Google and view the results. Forcing this organization into an independent audit is the
first step towards national recovery---

An audit of the Fed would dampen war finance, because as any honest economic historian would freely
admit, there is a distressing link between paper money, that is, unfunded paper “money,” and war. A
newly revived Gold Standard, properly supplemented by silver, would make for a more peaceful world.
What would follow on the heels of Ron Paul’s attempt to have the Fed audited, if successful? The Texas
Congressman could answer that probably better than anyone. But as the enemy is gravely weakened
like a saloon cowboy whammed by Hoss Cartwright, we would take ever more advantage of the
situation. For example, there should be no taxation as to capital gains in gold or silver. Persons holding
metals would become the new kingpin capitalists of America, displacing the paper money mobsters in
league with their older British partners back of the BOE. The entire banking system could be revamped
along more sensible (less exploitative) lines. Writing in The North American Review, June 1895, German
Count Von Mirbach recognized the benefits to the silver mining industry of the proposed Bimetallic
Union. Take a look at a “D” for Denver or an “S” for San Francisco mint mark on the back of any of your
90% silver coins. Heck, even take a look at a 1944 35% silver war nickel with a distinctive “P” for
Philadelphia over Jefferson’s Monticello dome. Compare any of those objects of true, actual, and real
substance to this miserable mess of pretentious ink---

In this case, “E” stands for “EMPTY” (of value.)
Ron Paul wasn’t the first Texas Congressman to call for a Fed audit. Wright Patman of Texarkana (18931976) who was on the House Banking Committee tried for years to no avail to have the Fed audited.

This was the same Representative who acted to help the Silver Users Association in the mid to late
1960’s! That was ironic, since the Fed has been battling silver price increases all along and must be the
entity to have coordinated silver leasing from the Philippines, Spain, and elsewhere (more than the
return of Lend-Lease Administration silver after WWII). Robert L. Preston in his 1973 book, “How To
Prepare For The Coming Crash,” page 25, stated--“It is a rather appalling thought to realize that a special group has been created which is so powerful
that Congress is afraid to force it into an audit. Too many important people would be embarrassed.”
(Yes, such as Timothy Mellon, Alfred G. Vanderbilt Jr. and David Rockefeller Jr.)

What will history’s largest scale financial criminals do when cornered by an audit? Herewith some
“Mission Impossible” quotations--“Tape him or I’ll blow his kneecap off to immobilize him!”
“Channing has done brilliantly for our cause but he’ll have to be killed immediately!”
“The virulence of the culture, combined with the strategic location of the vials, will kill millions!”
http://justgetthere.us/blog/archives/Ron-Paul-Is-Right-Petition-to-Abolish-the-Federal-Reserve.html
shows the Fed as a predaceous spider looming over Americans. Another version of the image shows Fed
influence abroad---

There is something to fear in this situation, and that is, to what lengths will the Money Power go to
prevent an audit from being passed on Capitol Hill? Obama of course would display his actual nature of
opposing the average citizen and veto the measure! His veto being overridden, will we be plunged into
World War III, if necessary, to stop the audit before it starts? He might lash out with bizarre Executive
Orders, including attempts to freeze all sales of safes and vaults to the public. Part of his response to
unemployment might be to station Federal marshals in all coin dealers and gold and silver exchanges
and say, “you can sell that stuff but you can’t buy it, all metals will now be remitted to Treasury.” I did
the only thing I could do and that was vote Libertarian. I see B.O. as another marionette who will do
anything his bosses tell him to do, and that’s the one organization who won’t release a member’s roster.
The March 11, 1907 New York Times, page 7, in a very rare mention of them, stated--“Men high in official and diplomatic life in Washington are looking forward with great interest to the
coming dinner to be given by the Pilgrims Society of New York to the new British Ambassador, the
Honorable James Bryce, at the Waldorf-Astoria, on March 23. The Secretaries of State, of War, and of
the Navy are among those who have been invited, as are also most of the prominent foreign diplomats
here. The Pilgrims expect to make it a memorable event. About 500 will be present and it is intended
that those shall be as representative of the whole of America as possible.”
In the intervening 102 years, the American public still does not know about this keystone organization
tying us to Great Britain, its Royal family and the Rothschilds, which powerfully represents all the villainy
and tyranny Andrew Jackson fought against. That they represent rank and file Americans is laughable.
These are the Orwellian financiers who have handed us every financial debacle for the last century, two
World Wars, the League of Nations, the United Nations, the Korean war, the end of our silver coinage
and silver certificates, repudiation of gold payments to overseas dollar holders and exportation of
America’s industrial base. They have existed for centuries on an informal basis as many genealogies
illustrate. President Obama is literally their robot. Obama and Gordon Brown reaffirmed the “special
relationship” between the U.S. and the U.K. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2009/mar/03/obama-

brown-special-relationship and this is a Pilgrims Society managed relationship. Brown dumped almost
400 tons of gold!
Everyone who contributed to the defeat of the Obama health care plan should be recruited to back the
drive to force the Fed into an audit. The “Tea Parties,” the Town Hall Meetings, all reflecting maximum
citizen exasperation with runaway government, all must be channeled into this fight the Fed campaign.
Post on every message board you can find that everyone should pressure their Senator and
Congressman to back Representative Paul’s objectives. Members of the National Rifle Association
would say if asked, yes, they would open fire on anyone seeking to steal possessions from them. Yet
they are being stolen remorselessly from by the very existence of the Federal Reserve, and they appear
to not understand it. If they cannot understand it, why should they be concerned? It’s past time that
those believing in the Constitutional right to keep and bear arms showed some interest in other
Constitutional rights---such as the vitally important right to sound money! The NRA seems to think only
one Amendment is worth fighting for; but without preservation of all our rights, we are crippled. The
American Association of Retired Persons lost many members due to its support for the Obama health
plan. Members defected to the American Seniors Association. How will senior citizens pay for health
care, and how will the aged transmit inheritance to their posterity, with “money” that incessantly skids
in purchasing power?

While it’s critically important to corner the Fed and force it into a full disclosure (“exposure”) audit, it’s
correspondingly important for persons owning gold and silver to not be “drawn out” and enticed to
state just how many ounces they privately own, other than IRA related. Many statistics are already
known to any regulators with bank record and/or metals dealer records access. Please do not take this
as a slap at any metals dealers. It is not. They perform an essential service, but they are subject to
regulations tending to invade privacy under guise of combating terrorism, tax evasion and money
laundering. Such activities transpire, but none of us are fooled that these are the government’s main
concerns; they are disclaimers! Beware of any new website asking to survey precious metals owners in
all 50 states to declare how many ounces they own, even if identities are not asked to be stated. We

don’t need to assist the government in amassing statistics as to how much metal there is available for a
second Roosevelt style nationalization/confiscation like the one documented this summer that grabbed
113 million ounces. With the monetary brigands on the defensive trying to stall off a Fed audit, chances
of an attempted metals grab are very small. Let’s say to the Fed what a due of professional wrestlers
(The Powers of Pain) once said--“We’re gonna give you pain like you never had before and it’s not gonna go away!”
I believe silver will soar, and never crash again (though it will fall some from a stunningly high peak),
because of growing concerns about dollar failure, and not because the CFTC reforms the COMEX. Most
of the noise made by the CFTC on position limits has been in energy and agriculture. That’s OK. These
lack the history of monetary use on the part of silver. It’s strange that China, which went Communist in
1949, is now closer to real money than these United States, allegedly the world beacon of liberty. The
matter of the Silver Purchase Act of 1934 driving them off their former centuries old silver standard
hasn’t been forgotten.
Monitor your charts. Read the leading metals sites daily. Watch your stops. Give only precious metals
for birthdays and anniversaries. Delay that home improvement project to withdraw more silver from
availability, and be quiet about it! But above all, pester Congress to pass Ron Paul’s Fed audit bill.
Annoy their offices every week till they worry about re-election if they don’t pass it. Explain the
situation to others and ask them to help! The end result of tolerating Fed operations is to drive living
standards lower for most Americans. Part of the objective of any Federal bank freeze or “holiday”
would be to interfere with the progress of the fed audit campaign. Bank safe deposit boxes? In a
federal bank freeze or California style deposit box ripoff you’d do better to store valuables up in the fork
of a tree. It’s time to lay in a six month food supply. Use it from the front and add to the rear to insure
freshness.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/Federal-Reserve-loses-suit-rb-3118547983.html?x=0&.v=1 reported
on August 24, 2009 that the Federal Reserve lost a lawsuit demanding transparency as to emergency
funding programs with key financial companies as the global credit crisis ignited. The Fed is THE
monster in world finance but it CAN be brought down. Many thousands of us backing Ron Paul’s effort
can get the same results Andrew Jackson got 163 years ago. The central bank can be whipped---Jackson
did it; Van Buren maintained the result; and John Tyler reconfirmed it when he too in no uncertain
terms rebuffed another monopoly and in predictable manner received death threats for so doing.
Congressman Paul should take care what food and drink he takes! A good Kevlar vest would also be in
order.
Regardless of risks, we must all get behind this effort to force the Federal Reserve System into a
controlled audit; not one which they conduct on themselves. Perhaps several proctologists should be
included on the auditing committee and yes, undertakers. It seems prospective that some nations such
as China and Russia, who are exhibiting interest in precious metal based money, might support the
proposed Fed audit through diplomatic channels. We stand to gain more from this campaign than from
any other actions we could take concerning precious metals and better government in general. We

stand to benefit more from this campaign to audit the Fed, and from more far-reaching actions which
will be taken in the aftermath of an audit, than from combined efforts on all other monetary fronts! It
must lead to an inventory of Fort Knox. It would make the prospect of banning gold and silver
ownership more difficult. It will make it much harder to impose a windfall profits tax on silver and gold
mining shares. With an aggressive Fed audit under way, gold and silver producers will literally become
monetary agencies! Obama, with his sparkling eyes, radiant charm, movie star charisma, excellent
speech ability and affectionate smiling face, probably wants to be another Franklin Roosevelt, in all
aspects! He could declare a National Emergency on some pretext to stop Ron Paul’s fed audit!
Regardless of how the Money Power may lash out, we have to make our best efforts to hound both
houses of Congress about this. Here are two URL’s to go to http://www.campaignforliberty.com/ and
http://www.ronpaul.com/ for action. Find out who your Congressmen and Senators are and if they
haven’t expressed support for the audit the Fed campaign, tell them you are a single-issue voter on this
situation and that their re-election depends on backing the Fed audit. Words written thousands of years
ago still apply--“THOU SHALT NOT STEAL.”
“The less government interferes with private pursuits, the better for general prosperity.”
---President Martin Van Buren (1837-1841) who considered bank notes trash and acknowledged when
paper fails, those with gold and silver remain empowered.
“I have always been afraid of banks. Mischief springs from the power which the moneyed interest
derives from a paper currency which they are able to control, from the multitude of corporations with
exclusive privileges which are employed altogether for their benefit. Unless you become more watchful
in your states and check the spirit of monopoly and thirst for exclusive privileges you will in the end find
that the control over your dearest interests has passed into the hands of these corporations.”
---President Andrew Jackson (1829-1837) war hero* and arch-nemesis of British colonial expansionism.
*He was often called “Mars” Jackson, after the Roman god of war.

